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Abstract

We identify a number of principles with respect to prediction that, we argue, underpin adult lan-

guage comprehension: (a) comprehension consists in realizing a mapping between the unfolding sen-

tence and the event representation corresponding to the real-world event being described; (b) the

realization of this mapping manifests as the ability to predict both how the language will unfold, and

how the real-world event would unfold if it were being experienced directly; (c) concurrent linguistic

and nonlinguistic inputs, and the prior internal states of the system, each drive the predictive process;

(d) the representation of prior internal states across a representational substrate common to the lin-

guistic and nonlinguistic domains enables the predictive process to operate over variable time frames

and variable levels of representational abstraction. We review empirical data exemplifying the opera-

tion of these principles and discuss the relationship between prediction, event structure, thematic role

assignment, and incrementality.

Keywords: Sentence processing; Prediction; Simple recurrent network; Thematic roles; Incre-

mentality

The one well-known comprehension model that does have prediction as a fundamental part of its
architecture (Elman, 1990; see also Altmann, 1997), although frequently acknowledged as an
interesting case of neural network modeling, has been equally lightly discarded as irrelevant to
human language comprehension (e.g., see Jackendoff, 2002, p. 59, note 17).

Van Berkum, Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman, and Hagoort (2005, p. 444)

Language unfolds in time. And yet the words in this sentence unfold across space. This

distinction, between the necessary unfolding in time of spoken language, and the necessary

unfolding across space of written language, is often overlooked. Structure in time and
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structure in space are not analogues of one another—after all, mechanisms able to move

through space are all around us; mechanisms able to move through time are not. In this

paper, we consider one particular mechanism for processing structure in time, a simple

recurrent network (SRN) as proposed by Elman (1990), and consider the basic principles by

which this mechanism accomplishes the task of both learning and representing linguistic

structure. We consider also a simple extension of this mechanism, as proposed by Dienes,

Altmann, and Gao (1999) and Altmann (2002) in which the learning of structure in one

domain is constrained on the basis of structure previously learned in another. Our purpose in

considering this mechanism is to identify whether and how principles manifest in its opera-

tion might also manifest in human sentence processing. In so doing, we shall attempt to rec-

oncile distinct theoretical vocabularies that have become prevalent in recent years.

Specifically, we shall focus on the relationships among theoretical constructs such as

thematic roles and their assignment, event structure, affordance, context, and supporting all

these, prediction. Throughout, our claim is not that the ‘‘human sentence processing mecha-

nism’’ is an SRN (it is no more likely an SRN than it is a sausage machine or an augmented

transition network—cf. Frazier & Fodor, 1978; Wanner, 1980), but rather, that the SRN

embodies principles of representation and process (to the extent that they are separable) that

capture, in part, the essence of what it means to ‘‘understand’’ human language.

Elman (1990) extended the original SRN (Jordan, 1986) in two ways that are relevant

here: first, the input to the model was modified to become a combination of both the ‘‘sen-

sory’’ input (i.e., an external signal) and the system’s previous internal state (Fig. 1A). Sec-

ond, the network learned time-varying structure by attempting to predict, at each moment in

time, what the input would be at the next moment in time.1 Thus, given a sequence of words

presented one word at a time to the input units, the network’s task was to predict (i.e., to out-

put) at each time step the next word that would be input. The network did not learn to pre-

dict precisely what word would follow, but it did learn the range of words that would most

likely follow (Elman, 1990, 1993). In effect, it learned which words were appropriate at

each point in a sentence given the prior context (as encoded in the network’s ‘‘history’’ of

its prior internal states). The precise details of how the SRN learns only those statistical

dependencies that are predictive of what will come next, and why it does not learn all the

distributional facts about its input (including irrelevant facts such as a word like ‘‘the’’

occurring 14 words after a previous occurrence of ‘‘the’’), and how these lead to abstraction

across experience, have been explained elsewhere (e.g., Altmann, 1997).

Elman’s (1990 and 1993) models received, and attempted to predict, only linguistic input.

Thus, and notwithstanding the significance of the SRN’s ability to induce hierarchical struc-

ture on the basis of its linguistic experience, these models did not ‘‘do anything’’ with that

structure. Unlike children, who learn linguistic structure through a process that ‘‘grounds’’

language in the external world (for reviews, see Gleitman, 1990; Gleitman & Gillette,

1995), Elman’s SRN ‘‘knew’’ nothing more than the linguistic world. The fact that variation

in its linguistic world was not grounded in variation in some external world meant that, dur-

ing learning, variation in that nonlinguistic domain could not constrain learning in the lin-

guistic domain. Dienes et al. (1999) and Altmann (2002) applied the SRN to precisely this

problem—how sensitivity to variation in structure in one domain might influence the
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development of sensitivities to variation in structure in another (see also Altmann & Dienes,

1999). The architecture of their network is shown in Fig. 1B. The network’s task was to pre-

dict successive inputs. When exposed to variation in one domain (e.g., when trained along

the rightmost ‘‘nonlinguistic’’ route), the network encoded structure within that domain

among the hidden layers. When the network was then exposed to structure in the other

domain (e.g., when subsequently trained along the leftmost ‘‘linguistic’’ route), the network

was biased, as it laid down in the hidden layers its encoding of structure in this new domain,

by the configuration of weights (the encoding of structure) previously set by exposure to the

first domain. The model demonstrated how the mapping of structure across domains could

come about through prediction in time within each domain separately, and through a com-

mon substrate within which to represent structure in the two domains.

In the remainder of this paper, we explore how the following four principles, embodied

in these SRN models, characterize language comprehension:

1. Mapping across domains: Structure in language has significance only insofar as it cov-

aries with, and enables predictions of, structure in the external world (event structure).

Sentence comprehension consists in realizing a mapping between sentence structures

and event structures.

A.

B.

Fig. 1. (A) Elman’s (1990) simple recurrent network and (B) the modified version from Dienes et al. (1999).

The large arrows in (B) illustrate the two training ‘‘routes’’ described in the main text.
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2. Prediction: ‘‘Knowledge’’ of the language can be operationalized as the ability to pre-

dict on the basis of the current and prior context (both linguistic and, if available, non-

linguistic) how the language may unfold subsequently, and what concomitant changes

in real-world states are entailed by the event structures described by that unfolding lan-

guage. Such predictions constitute the realization of the mapping between sentence

structures and event structures.2

3. Context: Concurrent linguistic and nonlinguistic inputs, and the prior internal states of

the system (together comprising the context), each ‘‘drive’’ the predictive process, and

none is more privileged than the other except insofar as one may be more predictive

than the other with respect to the subsequent unfolding of the input.

4. Representation across time: The representation of prior internal states enables the pre-

dictive process to operate across multiple time frames and multiple levels of represen-

tational abstraction. The ‘‘grain size’’ of prediction is thus variable, with respect to

both its temporal resolution and the level of representational abstraction at which pre-

dictions are made.

We shall consider these principles in the context of the relationship between language,

events, and attention to the external world. Although we shall use the terms ‘‘predic-

tion’’ and ‘‘anticipation’’ interchangeably, we do distinguish theoretically between two

different senses of these terms, reflecting a difference manifest in Elman’s SRN: on the

one hand, prediction is the task that the network is ‘‘innately’’ endowed with; activating

across the output layer at time t what will be the input across the input layer at time

t + 1. On the other hand, prediction ⁄ anticipation is what the network is able to do after

a period of learning, and which is reflected in activation patterns across the hidden lay-

ers at time t, contingent on inputs at time t ) 1 (and earlier), which enable at time

t + 1 (and subsequently) activation patterns across the output. These activation patterns

reflect, in turn, the previous experience of the contingencies between input and output

patterns. Henceforth, unless explicitly referring to the network’s task, we use the terms

‘‘prediction’’ and ‘‘anticipation’’ to refer to prediction as it reflects prior learning.

Unsurprisingly, the general approach we take is one in which knowledge emerges

through experience and is distributed within a dynamical system across a representa-

tional substrate supporting spreading activation (cf. Elman et al., 1996; Rogers &

McClelland, 2004; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). Unlike more symbolic approaches,

in which a variable (e.g., <agent>) can become instantiated at a particular moment in

time with some value or other (e.g., <Sam>), there is no equivalent, within the theoreti-

cal framework we adopt, to this ‘‘magic moment’’ of symbolic instantiation—the chal-

lenge, then, is to explain the equivalent within this framework to theoretical constructs

that sit more comfortably within symbolic approaches to linguistic representation, such

as thematic role assignment. To the extent that the task for the comprehender is to

determine who did what to whom, thematic role assignment is central to any theory

of sentence comprehension. And to the extent that language, and events, unfold in time,

the task for any theory of sentence comprehension is to explain how time enters into

the theoretical equation.
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The following sections begin with a review of the empirical evidence regarding language

comprehension situated in a visual world, followed by further discussion of the theoretical

implications of our approach.

1. Mapping language onto events

Broadly speaking, language either refers to states or to events (cf. Dowty, 1979). Events

have internal complexity—causal structure—that is lacking in states; an event requires, as a

minimum, an initial state and an end state, with one or more participants in the event under-

going some change between the initial and end states. The changes in state entailed by

events are predictable, depending on the participants—dogs chase cats and postmen;

balloons pop; and butter is spread most often, but not always, on bread. The predictability

with which certain types of entity participate in certain types of event is, of course, mirrored

in the language—in English, words referring to edible objects tend to follow words (verbs)

referring to tasting or eating actions. Similarly, verbs referring to eating-like actions tend to

be preceded by words referring to animates and tend to be followed by words referring to

edible things. The influence of predictability on language comprehension is well established

(for early studies, see Fischler & Bloom, 1979; Morton, 1964a, 1964b; Tulving & Gold,

1963). Elman (1990, 1993) demonstrated that the SRN is able to develop internal represen-

tations mirroring this predictable structure in the language. These representations emerged
as a result of the prediction task in conjunction with the regularities in the input, such that

the SRN could, given the current input (and access to its previous internal states), anticipate

the range of words that could subsequently appear in the input. In the cross-domain version

of the SRN (Fig. 1B; Altmann, 2002; Dienes et al., 1999), the model in fact was able to

anticipate, given input in one domain (e.g., linguistic) what the corresponding input would

be in the other domain (e.g., visual). This leads to the following empirical question: given a

sequence such as ‘‘the boy will eat…’’ what, if anything, does the human sentence process-

ing mechanism anticipate at ‘‘eat’’? Would it anticipate the upcoming language, or the

unfolding conceptual correlates of the event which that language describes? Or both? In the

following sections, we describe data that answer these, and related, questions. The bulk of

these data come from studies employing a paradigm that allows the real-time evaluation of

how language is mapped onto the visual world.

1.1. Mapping language onto the visual world

Roger Cooper first observed that as participants listen to a sentence referring to objects in

a concurrently presented visual scene, the eyes move seemingly automatically to the objects

in the scene as expressions referring to those objects are heard (Cooper, 1974). Tanenhaus

et al. (e.g., Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, &

Hogan, 2001; Salverda, Dahan, & McQueen, 2003) demonstrated that these eye movements

are extremely finely time-locked to the unfolding acoustic signal, reflecting graded effects

on lexical access of phonetic variation in the input. The essential finding is that as a word
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unfolds in the acoustic input, so the eyes move toward whatever in the visual scene that

unfolding word could refer to. This paradigm is not without limitations. For example, it is

often the case that the visual ‘‘world’’ in such studies is restricted in terms of the number of

objects that are depicted. However, this is not unlike real discourse; typically, only a very

small number of entities are referred to across successive sentences of a discourse. However,

there is no reason, in principle, why the visual scenes in this paradigm should not reflect the

real-world complexities of the actual visual world to which we are more often exposed (dif-

ferent studies do vary in terms of the complexities of the scenes they employ—see

Henderson & Ferreira, 2004, for discussion). Notwithstanding such caveats, the paradigm

enables us to explore exactly the issue that is the focus of the current paper: the mapping of

language structure onto real-world entities, as depicted in the concurrent visual world, and

the events in which those entities might participate.

To address whether information at one point in a sentence could be used to anticipate

information at a subsequent point, Altmann and Kamide (1999) showed participants scenes

depicting, for example, a boy, a cake, and a number of other objects, all of which were ined-

ible. Eye movements were recorded as participants heard each sentence. We found that par-

ticipants looked more toward the cake at the verb when it was ‘‘eat’’ than when it was

changed to ‘‘move’’—in this latter case, the verb did not select for one object more than

any other, and so eye movements were split between the different objects that were move-

able in the scene. Critically, this increase in eye movements toward the cake in the ‘‘eat’’

case occurred before the onset of the postverbal phrase ‘‘the cake.’’ As such, these were

anticipatory eye movements. We accounted for this pattern of eye movements by proposing

that, at the verb, participants anticipated which entity or entities in the visual context could

take part in the eating event by virtue of being eaten. At a more linguistic level of descrip-

tion, this corresponds to the entity or entities that could fill the thematic role associated with

the theme of the verb. Interestingly, there was no reason why it should have been one of the

objects in the visual context that would be mentioned next—indeed, on half the trials, the

sentences would continue as in ‘‘the boy will eat the ice cream’’ (and there was no ice

cream in the scene). And yet participants acted as if they assumed that the postverbal noun

phrase would refer to something in the scene. We return below to why we believe that it is

inevitable that the system should act in this way.

A study that was equivalent to this in many respects, but which did not employ the visual

world paradigm, was reported in Altmann (1999). There, participants read short passages

such as the following:

A car was driving downhill when it suddenly veered out of control. In its path were some

dustbins and a row of bicycles. It injured ⁄ missed…

Participants had to judge, for each word in the word-by-word presentation, whether the sen-

tence continued to make sense. In this case, there were more ‘‘stops making sense’’ judg-

ments and longer reading times at the verb ‘‘injured’’ than at the verb ‘‘missed.’’ There

were no such differences between the verbs in the following case:
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A car was driving downhill when it suddenly veered out of control. In its path were some

tourists and a row of bicycles. It injured ⁄ missed…

We accounted for this pattern of data in much the same way as we did in the Altmann and

Kamide’s (1999) study; participants anticipated at the verb the likely theme, drawing on the

entities introduced in the context (in this case, a linguistic context, not a visual context).

Where there was no plausible entity for the theme role associated with the verb ‘‘injured’’

(i.e., the first case), participants deemed the sentence to stop making sense at the verb (or if

they did not, took longer to read the verb). An alternative account, still based on the notion

of anticipation, is that participants anticipated the class of event that could occur given the

context (the car veering out of control, the bicycles, and the dustbins or tourists); that is, in

the final sentence at ‘‘It,’’ only certain kinds of event might be anticipated given a context

containing an out-of-control car, with different kinds of event depending on whether the

context contained only inanimate or also animate entities (Altmann, 2002; see also McRae,

Hare, Elman, & Ferretti, 2005; who showed that typical participants in events prime the

verbs that denote the event action). In fact, we do not view as different these two accounts

(anticipating at the verb a likely theme, or anticipating before the verb is encountered what

kind of verb might follow)—we argue below that they are part-and-parcel of a mechanism

that learns to anticipate, on the basis of its current and preceding input, what input may fol-

low. Either way, and as in the visual world case of Altmann and Kamide (1999), there was

no reason for participants to assume that the entities introduced in the prior context would

participate in the event unfolding in the final sentence; the first case (with dustbins and bicy-

cles) could as easily have continued ‘‘it injured some tourists who were standing nearby.’’

Again, we return below to why there is a ‘‘preference’’ to make such assumptions, and in

effect, to assign thematic roles to whatever entities are available in the context (as distinct to

some as yet unintroduced entity).

These data, from two different experimental paradigms, suggest that thematic fit (how

likely an entity is to have taken on some role in an event) can be determined in advance of

the linguistic material that would unambiguously signal which entity should receive that

role (i.e., which entity is actually going to be referred to in the position within the sentence

that would mark that entity as having played that particular role in the event). Moreover, this

determination of thematic fit occurs even in the absence of obligatory syntactic dependen-

cies within the sentence that would signal which entity should receive which role; in the

case of wh-constructions, for example, the wh-phrase signals an obligatory structural depen-

dency between the wh-filler and the position in the sentence that unambiguously signals the

role it should receive—thus, in ‘‘which cake did the boy eat?’’ the wh-phrase ‘‘which cake’’

signals that the cake participated in an event, and at the verb ‘‘eat’’ the appropriate thematic

role can be assigned to the cake on the basis of this dependency (cf. Tanenhaus, Carlson, &

Trueswell, 1989).

On the face of it, the ‘‘eat the cake’’ data are a straightforward manifestation of predic-

tion during sentence comprehension, and of the mapping between the unfolding language

and event structures; as the sentence unfolds, the system anticipates the kinds of participant

that could participate in the eating event. On hearing ‘‘eat,’’ an abstract representation—that
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is, reflecting abstraction across previous experience, both of events in the world and of struc-

ture in the language—becomes activated that reflects those things that are edible; in effect,

an abstract set of potential entities that could be eaten. The existence of a potential member

of that set in the concurrent scene attracts the eyes toward it.

One interpretive problem with these data is that they could be due just to the relationship

between the verb and the context—it is a property of the word ‘‘eat’’ that likely words to fol-

low will refer to edible things. Indeed, this same interpretive problem applies to Elman’s

(1990) demonstration of anticipatory activation of edible objects after a verb such as ‘‘eat.’’

Does anticipation at the verb reflect information about the verb alone (and an association
between the verb and the words that tend to follow it), or does anticipation reflect informa-

tion about the verb and whatever preceded it (in effect, an association between the verb and

what may follow it conditional on what preceded it)? Elman (1993) demonstrated that the

SRN could learn to predict the upcoming input on the basis of the current word conditional

on its preceding context. Kamide, Altmann, and Haywood (2003) asked the equivalent ques-

tion of their visual world data: Did anticipation of the cake at the verb ‘‘eat’’ reflect what

could plausibly be eaten (reflecting only the lexical semantics of the verb), or what could

plausibly be eaten by the boy? That is, was it the unfolding sentence (i.e., event with particu-

lar participants), or the unfolding word (i.e., action), which led to these predictive behaviors?

Kamide et al. (2003) contrasted sentences such as ‘‘the man will taste the beer’’ and ‘‘the

girl will taste the candy’’ in the context of scenes depicting, for instance, a grown man, a

girl, a beer, and some candy. The stimuli were designed so that, on the basis of world knowl-

edge and the actually depicted individuals (i.e., the girl was a toddler, not an adult), the man

would be more likely to taste the beer than the candy, and the girl more likely to taste the

candy than the beer. At issue was where the anticipatory eye movements would be directed

on hearing ‘‘taste.’’ If the prior demonstrations of anticipatory processing had been driven

by the verb alone, we should see anticipatory looks toward both the candy and the beer, as

both can be tasted. But if they had been driven by the integration of the verb with its linguis-

tic subject (i.e., ‘‘the man’’ or ‘‘the girl’’), and, analogously, the action with the agent, we

should see more looks to the beer than to the candy in the case of ‘‘the man will taste…’’

than in the case of ‘‘the girl will taste…,’’ and conversely for looks to the candy. This is in

fact what we found. Thus, it would appear that anticipatory processing in sentence compre-

hension, at least as evidenced by this study, is the result of the integration of each unfolding

word with the prior linguistic context, the concurrent visual scene, and general world knowl-

edge—it is the result of mapping the unfolding sentence onto the event structures afforded

by, in these cases, the linguistic and visual contexts. Kamide et al. (2003) also demonstrated,

in a study using Japanese sentences, that anticipatory processing of this kind is not restricted

to verbs, but is driven by whatever cues in the sentence signal the kinds of role that can be

assumed by the participants in the event being described; a sequence of two noun phrases,

marked for nominative and dative case, respectively, caused anticipatory looks toward a

plausible object (subsequently referred to in the accusative case—i.e., as a theme) that could

be transferred from the entity marked in the nominative case to the entity marked in the

dative case—in effect, anticipating the kind of event (an event involving transfer) that

would be denoted by the subsequent sentence-final verb. The Kamide et al. study thus
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demonstrated how verbs (and their subjects) can be used to anticipate upcoming arguments,

and how nouns (and their accompanying morphosyntax) can be used to anticipate aspects of

upcoming verbs (cf. earlier discussion of Altmann, 1999).

These data leave unresolved, however, the nature of the representations that were con-

structed, or activated, at the verb (or before, in the Japanese study). Did anticipatory eye

movements toward the cake or the beer ⁄ candy reflect anticipation of what word would fol-

low, or of what entity would most likely be referred to next? Or could it have been a combi-

nation of both? The distinction here is between, on the one hand, predicting subsequent

linguistic input and, on the other, predicting the conceptual and ⁄ or real-world correlates of

that input. For example, with respect to eye movements during reading, McDonald and

Shillcock (2003a, 2003b) demonstrated that eye movements can reflect the likelihood of

what word could follow given the preceding word (i.e., sensitivity to statistical distributions

of lexical bigrams). Other studies have demonstrated that anticipation can reflect properties

of a word such as its likely phonological form. DeLong, Urbach, and Kutas (2005) presented

participants with written sentences one word at a time such as ‘‘The day was breezy so the

boy went outside to fly a kite ⁄ an airplane.’’ The continuation ‘‘an airplane’’ was less plausi-

ble, but possible. Critically, the more plausible continuation required the article ‘‘a,’’

whereas the implausible continuation used ‘‘an.’’ DeLong et al. found that the N400 to the

postverbal article correlated inversely with the cloze probability of the article (itself derived

from the cloze probability of the noun). Thus, the less likely ‘‘airplane’’ was as a continua-

tion, the less likely would be the article ‘‘an,’’ and the greater would be the N400 to this

article (see also Van Berkum et al., 2005, for an auditory equivalent that led to the same

conclusions). These data demonstrate that readers and listeners can use the available context

to rapidly predict the specific words that are likely to come next. In one sense, these data

therefore indicate that anticipation ⁄ prediction can consist of the projection of linguistic
structure. In which case, are the predictions we make as the language unfolds only about the

upcoming language per se, or might they also include information about the upcoming

conceptual correlates of the events described by that language?

1.2. The role of object representations in language-mediation of visual attention

Altmann and Kamide (2007) reported a study that more directly manipulated the inter-

action between the interpretation of the visual scene and the unfolding interpretation of the

concurrent language (see also Altmann & Kamide, 2004, for related findings). They showed

participants scenes depicting, among other things, a cat, a few mice huddled together, and a

pile of feathers. Participants heard ‘‘The cat will kill all of the mice.’’ More looks were

directed toward the mice than toward the feathers before the onset of the phrase ‘‘the mice.’’

This is in accordance with the prior results. More interesting was what happened in the case

of the sentence ‘‘The cat has killed all of the birds.’’ Here, we were interested in where the

eyes would be directed prior to hearing ‘‘the birds.’’ In this case, we found more looks now

toward the pile of feathers than toward the huddled mice. The feathers could not have been

looked at because they would be referred to next—they violated the ‘‘selectional restric-

tions’’ of the verb (that is, they were at odds with what would normally be predicted, on the
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basis of linguistic experience, to be referred to as the object of killing). Instead, they were

looked at because the comprehender presumably anticipated after ‘‘killed’’ that whatever

would be referred to next would be something that (a) was animate (thus satisfying the

selectional restrictions of the verb), (b) was something that cats are likely to kill, and (c) had

been, but was no longer, alive (thus satisfying the tense morphology of the verb). At this

point, knowledge of real-world contingencies would have identified that whatever was killed

would have been associated with some probability with the pile of feathers—based on the

real-world contingency between events involving cats killing and resultant states in which

feathers are scattered on the ground. On hearing ‘‘has killed’’ the eyes moved to the feathers

because of our experience of what such piles of feathers can indicate—they indicate the past

existence, and likely current nonexistence, of a bird.

A related finding was reported by Knoeferle and Crocker (2007). In their experiment, par-

ticipants were briefly presented with a sequence of three pictures. For example, the first

depicted a scene containing, among other things, a waiter, a chandelier, and a set of crystal

glasses; the second showed the waiter polishing the chandelier (i.e., now performing an

action); and the third was the same as the first (i.e., no action being performed). This

sequence of pictures simulated the temporal properties of an event in the real world, indicat-

ing that the polishing action happened in the past, that is, that one of the properties of the

chandelier has changed from the first to the last picture (i.e., it being polished—although the

final picture did not depict the change in state that occurred between as a result of the polish-

ing event). While the last picture was on the screen, participants heard ‘‘The waiter polished

recently the chandeliers.’’ (The sentences were in German.) And even though there were

two objects that could equally plausibly be polished (chandeliers and crystal glasses), partic-

ipants looked more during ‘‘polished’’ at the chandeliers than at the crystal glasses. As in

the ‘‘cat has killed’’ example, the representation of the event of polishing as having taken

place in the past (given the final picture) caused the eyes to anticipate at the verb the entity

on which the action denoted by the verb had been performed.

One interpretation of these past tense results is that the eye movements triggered by the

past tense verb reflected the fit between what would likely be referred to next (what do cats

typically kill? What objects are typically polished?) and the affordances of the objects in the

scene (see Chambers, Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2004; for an initial demonstration that lan-

guage-mediated eye movements are modulated by the affordances of the objects in the

scene). On this interpretation, there is an element of prediction: Both mice and birds, or

glasses and chandeliers (depending on the study), would plausibly be predicted to be

referred to next, but only the birds would, in conjunction with the depicted feathers, satisfy

the tense morphology. Similarly for the polished chandeliers—hence more looks toward the

feathers ⁄ chandeliers than toward the mice ⁄ glasses. The notion of ‘‘fit’’ with the affordances

of the objects within a scene is central to the consideration of why the eyes move toward

anything at all in the visual world paradigm. The details of why they do move are fleshed

out in Altmann and Kamide (2007). We summarize those details, and the mechanism they

entail, below. As will become apparent, it is this mechanism that gives rise to the ‘‘prefer-

ence’’ to anticipate that objects and entities in the context will play a role in the event

described by the unfolding language.
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Viewing a scene results in the activation of object representations that precede the arrival

of the language (this knowledge includes the object’s affordances—knowledge based on our

experience of how that object interacts with other objects; that is, knowledge of the dynami-

cally changing contexts in which that object may be experienced3); when a sequence of

words is subsequently heard, the representations that they engender may overlap to some

degree with the preexisting representations already activated through the prior interpretation

of the concurrent scene (in Altmann & Kamide, 2007; we described these representations as

featural and multimodal, which is common with other approaches to semantic cognition

based on distributed representations, e.g., Farah & McClelland, 1991; McRae, de Sa, &

Seidenberg, 1997; Rogers & McClelland, 2004; Tyler & Moss, 2001). To the extent that

there is overlap among the representations, those representations increase in activation (the

overlapping components increase in activation because they receive dual support, and this

increase spreads to the remainder of the representation). These changes in activation neces-

sarily increase the activation of that part of the object representation that encodes the

object’s location, and it is this change in activity that causes the eyes to shift, with some

increased likelihood, toward that location. We view the change in activation of an object’s

representation as a change in the attentional state of the cognitive system, with this change

either constituting, or causing, a shift in covert attention (see Altmann & Kamide, 2007; for

further detail). This account does not require an external mechanism (e.g., working memory;

Knoeferle & Crocker, 2007), because attention is instantiated within the same representa-

tional substrate as linguistic and nonlinguistic information (see also Cohen, Aston-Jones, &

Gilzenrat, 2004); in other words, different states of this representational substrate represent

the attentional modulation that drives eye movements. In contrast, other models of the visual

world data (e.g., Knoeferle & Crocker, 2006, 2007) postulate independent representations of

the utterance meaning, scene information, and linguistic expectations, and these are related

through processes of coindexation and subsequent reconciliation of the utterance meaning

and scene information. The principles we adduce here, however, are part-and-parcel of a

system in which utterance meaning, scene information, and linguistic expectation are repre-

sentationally indistinguishable and exist within a unitary system that learns, represents, and

processes language and the world.

This mechanistic account of language-mediation of visual attention relies on a representa-

tional substrate that is shared across different cognitive domains. Within the context of the

SRN model of cross-domain ‘‘structure sharing’’ (Dienes et al., 1999), activation of the hid-

den layers (the common representational substrate) can reflect either input from one domain,

the other domain, or both (for the sake of exposition, we restrict discussion of this model to

just two domains). The activation state of the hidden layer thus has consequences for what

will be output across each domain’s output units regardless of the source of the signal that

caused that activation state. In effect, the activation of the hidden layer reflects a mapping,

acquired through prior experience, of structural variation within one domain onto structural

variation within the other. Altmann (2002) reported hierarchical clustering analyses, which

suggested that the network encoded the equivalence between sequences in one domain and

sequences in the other. We assume that the sharing of representational substrate between

language processing and event encoding gives rise to an equivalence between linguistic
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representations and corresponding nonlinguistic representations that drives not only lan-

guage-mediation of visual attention but also the mapping of language onto event structures.

This equivalence arises, even though, as we discuss below, sequential variation in language

has different temporal properties to the changes in time that accompany the unfolding of

real-world event structures.

To summarize our account of the earlier ‘‘cat has killed’’ example: We assume that, on

seeing the feathers, a representation is activated that encodes the likelihood of the prior exis-

tence of a bird (and its currently deceased state) and that on hearing ‘‘the cat has killed’’ a

conceptual representation is activated that encodes the likely participation in the killing

event of a bird, and, given the tense morphology, the requirement that whatever will be

referred to next must no longer be alive. The representational overlap between the two sets

of activated representations causes the eyes to move toward the feathers. This account also

explains why, after the fragment ‘‘the boy will eat...,’’ the eyes anticipate whatever is edible

in the visual context (even though the sentence could go on to refer to something new): the

conceptual representations activated at the verb overlap with those preactivated by the

scene, causing anticipatory eye movements toward the edible object (the cake, in the origi-

nal example). We can generalize from this case, where the visual context determines the

prospective participants in the event, to the case where there has been no visual correlate to

the objects being described by the language, as in the case of the purely linguistic narratives

employed in Altmann’s (1999) study: in an example such as ‘‘Jeff took a Hershey bar out of

his cargo pants. He ate…,’’ a mental representation corresponding to the chocolate bar is

activated by the first sentence and overlaps with the conceptual representation subsequently

activated on hearing ‘‘He ate.’’ The overlap between the two causes a boost in the activation

of the representation corresponding to the chocolate. In effect, ‘‘attention’’ shifts within the

mental representation of the situation toward the chocolate. On the account where, in an

example such as this, the verb ‘‘eat’’ is in fact anticipated by the prior occurrence of the

chocolate (cf. Altmann, 2002; McRae et al., 2005), the chocolate in the first sentence acti-

vates conceptual representations corresponding to the affordances of a chocolate bar—choc-

olate affords eating—and when the subsequent verb ‘‘ate’’ is encountered, the

representations corresponding to this particular ‘‘feature’’ of chocolate increase in activa-

tion due to the dual support they receive, and this increase spreads back to the remainder of

the chocolate representation, causing, again, a shift in the attentional state of the system.

We now consider a final set of studies suggesting that the eye movement data we have

described above generalize beyond concurrent visual input, and which provides more direct

evidence that the conceptual representations activated as the language unfolds anticipate the

structure of the event which that language describes.

1.3. What you see is not what you get: Eye movements in a mental world

Altmann and Kamide (2004, 2009) report a study in which participants heard a short nar-

rative describing a change to the world as depicted in a concurrent scene. At issue was

whether the accompanying eye movements as the language unfolded would reflect the

depicted world, or the changed world. Participants were shown a scene depicting a room
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within which was a woman, a table and, on the floor, a bottle and an empty wineglass.

Participants heard one of the following two passages:

The woman will move the glass onto the table. Then, she will pick up the bottle and pour

the wine carefully into the glass.

The woman is too lazy to move the glass onto the table. Instead, she will pick up the

bottle and pour the wine carefully into the glass.

Prior studies had shown that, after the verb ‘‘pour,’’ the eyes would anticipate the goal of

the pouring (i.e., where the wine would be poured) during the postverbal region and prior to

hearing ‘‘the glass.’’ We predicted that the eye movements would reflect the situation as

modulated by the language, and that anticipatory eye movements would reflect the glass as

being on the table in the first passage above, but as being on the floor, still, in the second. In

one version of this study (reported in Altmann & Kamide, 2009), the ‘‘blank screen para-

digm’’ was used (Altmann, 2004); participants saw the scene for 5 s and then the screen

went blank, and 1 s later the two-sentence auditory stimulus began with the screen remain-

ing blank throughout. By the time participants heard, ‘‘the wine’’ in the second sentence,

the screen had been blank for over 6 s. We found the predicted effect on anticipatory eye

movements; more saccades launched to where the table-top had been during ‘‘the wine

carefully into’’ in the ‘‘moved’’ case than in the ‘‘unmoved’’ case. Critically, during ‘‘the

glass’’ itself, more saccades were launched to where the table-top had been in the moved

than in the unmoved condition, and indeed, there were no more looks in the moved condi-

tion to where the glass had actually been than toward where a distractor object (a bookcase)

had been (just as, in the unmoved condition, there were no more looks during ‘‘the glass’’

toward where the table-top had been than toward where the distractor object had been). The

data suggest that the fact that the glass had actually been seen in a specific location did not

have any residual ‘‘pull’’ on the eye movements—the eyes were directed solely toward the

‘‘mental location’’ of the glass (as determined by the interaction between the narrative and

the visual memory for the objects, and their locations, that would take part in the events

described in that narrative). To all intents and purposes, the location of where the glass had

been seen was no more relevant than the location of where the irrelevant distractor had been

seen; all that mattered, and all that drove the eyes, was where the objects were located in the

dynamically updated mental representation of the external world as depicted by the previ-

ously seen visual scene.

These last data confirm that anticipatory eye movements (and even eye movements

toward, for example, the glass during ‘‘the glass’’) do not reflect only the upcoming, or con-

current, language per se (cf. the studies by Van Berkum et al., 2005; DeLong et al., 2005;

and McDonald & Shillcock, 2003a, 2003b), they reflect also the unfolding conceptual corre-

lates of the event which the unfolding language describes; they reflect the likely involve-

ment of one entity or another as represented within a dynamically changing representation

of the situation within which the event being described unfolds. From the perspective of eye

movement research, these data are interesting because they are a further demonstration of
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goal-directed eye movements in the absence of anything in the visual field to move the eyes

toward (cf. also demonstrations in Altmann, 2004; Brandt & Stark, 1997; Hoover &

Richardson, 2008; Knoeferle & Crocker, 2007; Laeng & Teodorecu, 2002; Richardson &

Spivey, 2000; Spivey & Geng, 2001). But more importantly, they demonstrate that it is not

only the visual memory of where something was that drives the eye movements in these

cases—rather it is some dynamically modifiable representation of the object’s location that

appears to be updated through an interaction between the sensory percept (where the glass

had actually been) and the unfolding, but internalized, event representation (the reposition-

ing of the glass); this interaction results in object representations that reflect the ever-chang-

ing state of the world that the unfolding language describes. Moreover, these internalized

representations are no less privileged with respect to their influence on eye movement con-

trol than the memory of the actual sensory input—recall that the memory of where the glass

had actually been in the ‘‘moved’’ condition had no bearing on where the eyes moved; those

movements were determined solely by the internalized representation of where the glass

would end up, given the events described in the language, and the anticipation that the glass

would be the object into which the pouring of the wine would take place.

A series of studies by Knoeferle and Crocker (2006, 2007) further illustrates the dynamic

activation of internalized representations of events and how these can be modulated by

events depicted in the concurrent visual world. Knoeferle and Crocker contrasted the knowl-

edge about events abstracted from experience (e.g., actions typically afforded by particular

agents, for instance, detectives spying) with the knowledge accompanying experience of

events depicted in the concurrent world. In their study, these two sources of knowledge were

in conflict; for example, a wizard was looking at a pilot through a telescope while a detec-

tive was serving the pilot some food. The concurrent language described one particular

event (‘‘the detective ⁄ wizard will soon spy on the pilot,’’ although in the German sentences,

the pilot was mentioned first in the sentence, and was marked in the accusative case—‘‘the

pilot ACCUSATIVE spies on soon the detective ⁄ wizard NOMINATIVE),’’ and at issue

was whether it would be the event knowledge abstracted across experience (that detectives

prototypically spy) that would drive eye movements at the verb toward the agent of the spy-

ing, or whether it would be the event knowledge associated with the concurrent situation

that would drive these eye movements. If the former, the eyes would be driven to the detec-

tive, but if the latter, they would be driven toward the wizard given that it was the wizard

who was using an instrument prototypical of spying. Knoeferle and Crocker found that, on

hearing ‘‘spies on,’’ participants were more likely to look at the wizard than at the detective

(or, in a blank screen version, to where the wizard had been than toward where the detective

had been). Thus, the event representations that drove the eye movements in these studies

appeared to be modulated primarily by the depicted situation; the information from the con-

current visual world appears to have taken precedence over information abstracted across

prior experience. However, when the concurrent visual world did not provide information

that conflicted with this abstracted knowledge (the scene did not show the telescope), partic-

ipants did use their experiential knowledge to drive their eye movements (toward the detec-

tive). The fact that the visual world took precedence in these studies over experiential

knowledge is not surprising, of course, given that the most reliable cue to who is doing what
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to whom is whoever one sees doing it, not whoever one thinks is doing it. This is reflected in

the principle discussed above which states that no input is more privileged than another

except insofar as one may be more predictive than the other in a given situation.

To account for their data, Mayberry et al. (2009) used a recurrent network (a basic recur-

rent sigma–pi network) that mapped an input representation containing information both

about the current word and about the participants and actions in the scene onto an output

meaning representation comprising the action corresponding to the verb in the sentence, the

entities referred to in the sentence, and the relationship of these entities to each other as

agent or patient. The network’s task was, in effect, to update the representation of the mean-

ing of the utterance given the scene as the utterance unfolded. This implementation shares

some properties with an Elman net: the meaning of an utterance was updated as the linguis-

tic input unfolded, and thus the input representation developed over time. In addition, the

meaning of the utterance was influenced by the visual context in which it occurred. How-

ever, the models of Mayberry et al. involve a mapping of the two domains (visual and lin-

guistic) onto a common meaning output. The models are therefore explicitly trained on the

mapping from linguistic and nonlinguistic input onto meaning and, moreover, onto a mean-

ing representation with fixed structure corresponding to that associated with the meaning of

SVO and OVS sentences. In our account of the principles underlying language comprehen-

sion situated in a visual world, this mapping, between language and ‘‘meaning,’’ is an emer-
gent property of a training regime that maps input at time t onto input at time t + 1; no

‘‘oracle’’ is required that knows, in advance of training, what the correct mapping should

be, nor what the correct meaning representation should be; the only information given to the

network is the current input and the input at the next time step. We return in the sections

below to discussion of how such mappings might emerge.

To summarize the data thus far: the behaviors we see using the visual world paradigm do

not reflect the mapping of language onto the visual world per se, but rather onto a mental

world whose structure is only partly determined by the visual world as previously or concur-

rently experienced. This mapping manifests as an ability to predict the upcoming structure

both within the linguistic (e.g., predicting upcoming phonological information) and visual

domains (e.g., predicting which visual objects will be referred to next, or which visual cues

afford whatever will be referred to next), and within the conceptual domain (e.g., predicting

which object-representations within the mental model of the situation will be engaged by

subsequent input). In the next section, we further elaborate on the implications of prediction

and emergent structures for language comprehension beyond the visual world.

2. Prediction, thematic roles, and incrementality

Conceptually, Elman’s (1990) SRN is simply a device that learns, for each word it is

input, the range of contexts in which that word can occur. Of course, at one level, the mean-

ing of a word is just that—knowledge of the contexts in which the word can be appropriately

uttered (cf. Wittgenstein, 1953). Learning these contextual dependencies is not trivial, for as

many others have observed, words can occur in numerous contexts, and the trick is to learn
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just those contexts that matter. Given the prediction task, the SRN learns just those contex-

tual dependencies that increase the likelihood of making a correct prediction (Altmann,

1997). In principle, once the SRN has been exposed to sufficient example sentences, it will

predict nouns given verbs or adjectives, verbs given nouns, and so on. In the literature on

word-to-word priming, equivalent effects have been demonstrated by McRae et al.: Ferretti,

McRae, and Hatherell (2001) showed that verbs primed typical (i.e., predictable) agents,

patients, and instruments. McRae et al. (2005) showed conversely that nouns can prime

verbs with which they typically occur—that is, they activate the event representations in

which their referents typically participate (cf. earlier discussion above). With respect to the

SRN, and as argued above, these predictions from nouns to verbs and from verbs to nouns

are possible because the network encodes, and abstracts across, the contextual dependencies

it is exposed to during training. McRae et al. (McRae, Ferretti, & Amyote, 1997; McRae

et al., 2005) have suggested that thematic roles as concepts emerge in a similar way, through

generalizations across multiple experiences of events and the specific objects that participate

in those events (either as experienced through direct observation of the event, or as experi-

enced through linguistic descriptions of events). Such generalization causes us, in effect, to

encode events in terms of which kinds of objects can participate in them, and how, as the

events unfold, the objects participating in them undergo change through time. Conversely,

objects are encoded in terms of the events they participate in (cf. affordances). From the per-

spective of language, this means that the meaning of a verb is composed, in part, from the

meanings of the nouns it co-occurs with, and the meaning of a noun is composed, in part,

from the meanings of the verbs it co-occurs with. In some respects, such generalizations are

akin to those manifest in Elman’s SRN—exposed only to word sequences, representations

emerged reflecting not just the structural properties of the sentences which the SRN was

exposed to (distinguishing between nouns, transitive verbs, intransitive verbs) but also what

might be considered more ‘‘semantic’’ properties—distinguishing between animates and

inanimates, humans, food, and breakables. Of course, the emergence of such representations

from serial structure in the language is one thing, but could the same principles that enable

the emergence of these representations from the language apply to the emergence of equiva-

lent representations through observing a world that does not obey the same rigid sequential

structure?

Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, and Reynolds (2007) described a model of event percep-

tion in which the perceptual system continuously makes predictions about the upcoming

perceptual input (the Event Segmentation Theory). A partial implementation of their Event

Segmentation Theory, by Reynolds, Zacks, and Braver (2007), exposed a modified version

of an SRN (a gated recurrent network; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) to three-dimen-

sional motion in a visual world—an animated actor represented by 18 points on the body’s

joints. The actor on which the animation was modeled performed a range of motions,

including, for example, opening a door, sitting down, or bowing. The network was exposed

to random sequences of these actions (each action was represented as a sequence of posi-

tions of the 18 points on the body in successive frames from the animation). Its task was to

predict the position of the 18 points in the next time frame. The network was able to take

advantage of the increased prediction error at event boundaries (i.e., its ability to better
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predict successive frames within an event than across an event boundary) to learn to seg-

ment events at the appropriate boundary points. The network thus demonstrated how events

might be segmented solely on the basis of perceptual input, without any explicit labeling.

This is analogous to Elman’s SRN being more accurate at predicting the upcoming word

within a sentence than the first word of the next sentence. However, learning to segment the

perceptual stream into events is not the same as learning the internal structure of those

events (the who did what to whom) and abstracting across these structures to develop con-

cepts corresponding to the individual roles that participants can play in each event (the

events given to the Reynolds et al., 2007, network did not have any internal structure in

terms of different participants taking on different roles within the event). In part, the chal-

lenge for any model of the emergence of event structure is to develop representations that

capture the spatiotemporal contingencies that give rise, in humans, to the perception of cau-

sality; the notion of ‘‘role’’ within an event is closely tied to notions of causality and the

spatiotemporal contingencies between successive states of the world. Thus, sensitivity to the

temporal contingency between one state at one time and another state at a future time is a

prerequisite for the emergence of event structure, and the fact that the ability to predict later

states given earlier states is a manifestation of such sensitivity suggests, following Zacks

et al. (2007), that prediction across time is key to the emergence of event structure. The

Reynolds et al. (2007) implementation of Event Segmentation Theory is the first step to

meeting the challenge of emerging event structures within an SRN-like architecture. In

Elman’s SRN, segmentation at sentence boundaries, and the emergence of sentence-internal

structure (e.g., nouns vs. verbs, animates vs. inanimates, and so on) went hand in hand.

Whether the Reynolds et al.’s (2007) model, if exposed to more complex event types involv-

ing multiple interacting objects, would develop event-internal structure, and whether it

would be sensitive to the similarity across events of that internal structure (a prerequisite to

emerging the conceptual equivalent of thematic roles), is an empirical (albeit computational)

question. Similarly, whether an architecture that supported dynamic linguistic and visual

input ⁄ output, with common hidden layers (cf. Dienes et al., 1999), would learn to map lin-

guistic input onto event structure is also an empirical question.

2.1. Thematic role assignment

Notwithstanding these last computational uncertainties, the question remains of how, as a

sentence unfolds, the internal state of the comprehender dynamically changes to encode not

just the structure of the event being described by that unfolding language, but specifically

the roles played within that structure by the specific participants in the event that are

referred to by the language (i.e., how it encodes thematic role assignments). We would

argue that, once again, the notion of prediction is the key to understanding this latter pro-

cess. In fact, we would argue that there is no such process as thematic role assignment

per se. In the earlier case of ‘‘Jeff took a Hershey bar out of his cargo pants. He ate…,’’ the

activation at ‘‘ate’’ of representations that overlap with those activated earlier on hearing

about the chocolate bar causes those earlier representations to change their activation state

(because of the featural overlap between the two sets of conceptual representation). This
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change, we argued, constitutes (or causes) a shift in the attentional state of the system, but it

also encodes the relationship between eating and chocolate bars—it encodes the possible

role that the Hershey bar can play in an eating event. Thus, it is this change in state that con-

stitutes the thematic role assignment. As a sentence unfolds, conceptual entities ‘‘receive’’

event-specific roles only to the extent that they are anticipated to take part in the event that

the unfolding language describes. If the example had been instead ‘‘Jeff took a Hershey bar

and a sandwich out of his cargo pants. He ate…,’’ the representations corresponding to both

the Hershey bar and the sandwich would receive a boost on hearing ‘‘ate,’’ encoding the

possibility that either, or both, will take part in the eating event. And whereas in the first

case, only a single conceptual entity is anticipated to take part in the eating event (and thus

only the one entity ‘‘receives’’ the corresponding theme role), in the second case, two enti-

ties are each anticipated to take part in the eating event (in proportion to the plausibility of

each being eaten), and as such, both, in effect, receive the associated thematic role, until

such time as the unfolding language, and specifically the postverbal noun phrase, further

constrains the intended event structure. This characterization of thematic role assignment is

quite different from that associated with traditional linguistic formulations, in which refer-

ring expressions at different positions within a sentence would receive different thematic

roles as a function of their position within the hierarchical structural configuration of the

sentence (see, e.g., Pritchett, 1992). Within such formulations, an individual role is assigned

to an individual entity—not to a set of entities as permitted in the account we propose here.

However, this different characterization reflects the psycholinguistic data—if at ‘‘eat’’ in

‘‘the boy will eat…’’ the comprehender anticipates that a piece of cake in a concurrent

visual scene is going to be referred to next (cf. Altmann & Kamide, 1999), the theme role

must be assigned at ‘‘eat’’ (see also Boland, Tanenhaus, Garnsey, & Carlson, 1995; for a

syntactically driven account of thematic role assignment at verbs in advance of their argu-

ments). But if there are two edible objects in the scene, or prior context, we must assume

that both objects will be entertained as plausible recipients of the theme role, at least

momentarily before the postverbal noun phrase is encountered (a range of different data,

including some of the earliest visual world studies—e.g., Eberhard, Spivey-Knowlton,

Sedivy, and Tanenhaus, 1995—attest to such an assumption; cf. also Gennari &

MacDonald, 2008).

This account of thematic role assignment leaves unanswered at least one major question.

Huettig and Altmann (2005) showed that on hearing a word such as ‘‘piano,’’ participants

would look more toward a trumpet than toward other unrelated distractors (for a similar

effect induced by a discourse context, see Federmeier & Kutas, 1999). In Altmann and

Kamide (2007), we argued that the same mechanism responsible for anticipatory eye move-

ments, summarized above, could explain this latter case also—the conceptual overlap

between the representation activated on hearing ‘‘piano’’ and the representation previously

activated on seeing the trumpet would boost the activation of the representation correspond-

ing to the trumpet with a consequent increase in the likelihood of launching an eye move-

ment toward it. So why does the boost in activation of the chocolate on hearing ‘‘eat’’ in

‘‘Jeff took out some chocolate…. He ate…’’ constitute thematic role assignment when the

boost in activation of the trumpet on hearing ‘‘piano’’ presumably does not? The answer,
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we maintain, is that in fact there is no difference between these. The change in activation of

the trumpet (that is, of the conceptual representation corresponding to the trumpet) reflects

the relationship that pianos have with trumpets through category membership. Such mem-

bership in this case is an emergent property across objects that can take on similar roles in

events of similar types (as well as possibly sharing other properties). The change in activa-

tion of the chocolate reflects the relationship that chocolate has with eating, and that rela-

tionship emerges across events in which objects participate in similar ways. We just happen

to call one relationship ‘‘thematic,’’ and the other ‘‘semantic.’’ But within the Elman SRN,

the manner in which nouns are abstracted across to form emergent representations is no dif-

ferent to the manner in which verbs are abstracted across. The similarity structure among

different verbs comes about through the same process as that among different nouns. And

the relationship between one noun and another, or between one verb and another, or

between a noun and a verb, or between an agent and a patient, is again emergent through the

same underlying process and manifest across the same representational substrate. The differ-

ence in relationship between trumpets and pianos, and between chocolates and eating, is a

difference in nomenclature alone.

2.2. Incrementality and prediction

The data discussed thus far are consistent with a framework in which predictions are

made simultaneously at multiple levels of representational abstraction (or ‘‘unit’’)—from

fine-grained phonetic structure (e.g., McMurray, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2002; Salverda et al.,

2003), through phonology (cf. the DeLong et al.’s [2005] study), to event representation

(cf. the feathers’ role in attracting anticipatory eye movements in Altmann & Kamide’s

[2007] study). Earlier, we distinguished between prediction as a learning task and predic-

tion ⁄ anticipation as an ability consequent on that learning task. In an SRN trained with pre-

diction, the task has, in effect, a grain size of a single time slice; the task, on a trial-by-trial

basis, is to compare the activation pattern across the output units at time t with the activation

pattern across the input units at time t + 1, and the temporal resolution that distinguishes

between successive increments of time is fixed. However, the nature of the recurrent links at

the hidden layer (Fig. 1A), coupled with the delay of one time step with which their activa-

tion is fed back into the hidden layer, means that activation of the hidden layer at time t is

contingent both on the current input and on the activation state of the hidden layer at time

t ) 1, which, in turn, was contingent on its state at time t ) 2, and so on. Thus, the activa-

tion patterns across the hidden layer are contingent on a history of prior states, and there is

no bound (in principle, although not necessarily in practice) on the influence that previous

states can have on the current state. Thus, if a contingency exists between the input at time

t ) n, and the output at time t, a network with time-delay recurrency could in principle learn

this contingency. Thus, although the learning task is presented to the network with respect

to the contingency between the input at time t and the input at time t + 1, the network can

learn contingencies across different temporal resolutions. In principle, therefore, the pattern

of activation at the hidden layers can simultaneously encode the anticipation of inputs at dif-

ferent time steps in the future (although one can also think of this as encoding its own state
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at different times in the future). In this sense, the consequence of a task based on a single

grain size (a single temporal resolution) is a system able in principle to anticipate across

multiple grain sizes—as required to capture the different kinds of contingency, each across

different time frames, between the successive inputs to which the network is exposed. Again

in principle, these different contingencies will give rise to emergent representations that cap-

ture their differing temporal dynamics: a system exposed to successive acoustic–phonetic

segments should learn the contingencies between, for example, subtle variations in a vowel

due to co-articulation and the identity of the following consonant, and in so doing develop

emergent representations that capture distinctions among phonetic segments as a function of

the context in which they occur. But in principle such a system should also capture the

‘‘higher-order’’ contingencies (i.e., at different temporal resolutions) between one word and

another, and in so doing develop emergent higher-order representations that capture distinc-

tions among words as a function of the contexts in which they occur—resulting in multiple

hierarchical representations, which emerge through exposure to systematic variation occur-

ring across different time frames (and hence the inextricable relationship between linguistic

structure and unfolding time). In this respect, there is an important distinction between pre-

diction as a learning task with its single, given, unit of temporal incrementation, and predic-

tion ⁄ anticipation as the consequence of this task with its multiple varying-sized units of

temporal incrementation. From the perspective of human language comprehension, this

bodes well for understanding how an adult system, able to represent multiple levels of hier-

archical representation and anticipate what may happen next across multiple time frames,

could emerge through the operation of a predictive mechanism that is initially bound to just

a single temporal resolution (from time t to time t + 1) and just a single level of representa-

tion (the uninterpreted pattern of activity across the input units at each of time t and time

t + 1).

3. Conclusions

Earlier, we identified four principles, enshrined within Elman’s SRN (Elman, 1990,

1993) and its variants, which we believe underlie human sentence comprehension. Mapping
across domains referred to the principle that language is not processed in isolation of the

world it describes; instead, comprehension consists in realizing a mapping between the

unfolding sentence and the event representation corresponding to the real-world event that

is being described. Prediction referred to the principle that the realization of this mapping

manifests as the ability to predict both how the language will unfold, and how the real-world

event would unfold if it were being experienced directly. Context referred to the principle

that sentence fragments are not interpreted in isolation from the linguistic and nonlinguistic

contexts in which they unfold, and that the concurrent input and the internal state of the sys-

tem each drive the predictive process. Representation across time referred to the ability to

make predictions that span variable time frames and variable levels of representational

abstraction (e.g., phonemes, words, event-specific roles, etc.). The data we have reviewed

exemplify the operation of these principles during human language comprehension. This is
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not to say that these data are the only examples of such operation. Most of the evidence we

have cited in support of the principles identified earlier has involved studies of how lan-

guage is mapped onto a concurrent or prior visual world. This is not the only experimental

paradigm from which relevant data can be gleaned in support of these principles. For exam-

ple, the findings from studies presented here overlap to a great extent with findings from

studies on situation models in text comprehension (see, for example, Zwaan & Radvansky,

1998, Zwaan & Rapp, 2006; for review), including studies that have explored how spatial

and temporal changes can influence the accessibility of discourse entities (e.g., Glenberg,

Meyer, & Lindem, 1987; Rinck & Bower, 2000). Similarly, our account of the dynamically

changing activation states of internal representations is not incompatible with accounts of

discourse processing based on focus or foregrounding (e.g., Chafe, 1976; Sanford & Garrod,

1981). The paradigm discussed here has the advantage of permitting the moment-by-

moment investigation of how, when, and on what basis language is mapped onto an exter-
nal, nonlinguistic, world. It is used as a surrogate for exploring the mapping of language

onto event structures. Nor are these principles the only principles that can be identified as

central to human language comprehension (we have not discussed, for example, constraint
satisfaction as an explicit principle [e.g., MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994],

although it pervades the four principles we have discussed). Our purpose has been to iden-

tify just those principles that were captured within Elman’s seminal work on the SRN (e.g.,

Elman, 1990, 1993) and to explore how pervasive they may be in human language compre-

hension. Nor have we identified all the principles which, embodied within Elman’s SRN,

influence the adult system; we have not, for example, expanded in any detail on the manner

in which the SRN learns nor on how this leads to emergent representations. The implications

of such emergence for acquisition more generally are beyond the scope of this article. And

yet they are crucial (as we alluded to above). And nor are our observations particularly

unique; there is a growing body of computational work under the banner of expectation-
based parsing, drawing on insights from information theory, which is predicated on parsing

as a probabilistic and inherently predictive process (e.g., Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008). Bayesian

approaches to parsing (see Jurafsky, 2003; for a brief review) allow multiple sources of

information, at different levels of representational abstraction, to combine to influence the

unfolding probability structure of a sentence. They have the attraction that formulations of

Bayes’ rule at one level of description (e.g., words) can be expanded to incorporate formula-

tions of the rule at a different level of description (e.g., phonemes). Unlike the SRN, which

is usually trained on small-scale stimulus sets, these computational systems can learn from

large-scale corpora. But to do so they need to know in advance what kind of input patterns

exist within the world onto which they will be unleashed—Bayesian models relate the prob-

abilities (both prior and conditional) of two units occurring (e.g., a relative clause in the con-

text of a relative pronoun such as ‘‘that’’), but to do so, the units must be known—that is, as

with any corpus-based learner, the learner must be told which things in the corpus to count.

The SRN is slightly different, because it need know only about itself (which are its input

units, which are its output units, and so on); it need not know a priori what kind of structure

exists in the dynamically changing environment to which it is exposed. And it need

not know this for one reason: structure is relevant only insofar as it is predictive of other
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structure, and so long as it is, the SRN will, in principle at least, develop the appropriate

representation (see Altmann, 1997, for details).

The view we are left with is of a comprehension system that is ‘‘maximally incremen-

tal’’; it develops the fullest interpretation of a sentence fragment at each moment of the frag-

ment’s unfolding. We use the term ‘‘maximally’’ to refer to the predictive component of

this interpretation—the fullest interpretation should include not only all possible levels of

interpretation (describable in terms of a hierarchy of structure) but also an encoding of all

possible continuations of the fragment (again, described at all possible levels of interpreta-

tion). Of course, conversational goals (including participants’ goals while engaged in psy-

cholinguistic studies, as well as other nonlinguistic goals) will necessarily change the

attentional state of the system (cf. Cohen et al., 2004), leading to changes in what constitutes

the fullest possible interpretation of a sentence (cf. Ferreira, Ferraro, & Bailey, 2002). The

‘‘maximal’’ in ‘‘maximal incrementality’’ is thus situation dependent. However, incremen-

tality itself arises within a system of the kind we have described because language unfolds

in systematic ways across time. Incrementality merely mirrors that systematic unfolding.

One final concern: much hinges in Elman’s SRN on the prediction task and its conse-

quences. But is prediction a general property of neural systems, pervading cognition gener-

ally, or does it support only certain specific cognitive abilities? The hippocampus, other

subcortical structures, and the neocortex contain recurrent excitatory connections, which

support a form of (asymmetric) Hebbian learning called ‘‘spike-timing dependent plastic-

ity’’ (STDP); a synapse is strengthened if an input spike arrives before an output spike, and

it is weakened if the input spike arrives after the output spike (see Rao & Sejnowski, 2003;

for review). Rao and Sejnowski (2001) demonstrated how such asymmetric learning could

implement a learning rule that would result in both the prediction of neural input and the

generation of temporally ordered sequences. They further proposed that cortical neurons

may develop sensitivity to temporal events occurring at different timescales (cf. Montague

& Sejnowski, 1994), reminiscent of our earlier discussion of prediction across multiple time-

scales. Most likely, therefore, prediction has a neural basis that pervades cortical function.

In summary, Elman’s (1990) proposal for processing structure in time, as embodied

within the SRN, captures significant insights with respect to principles that appear to under-

lie human language comprehension. Indeed, these principles are most likely not unique to

comprehension alone (consideration of how these principles apply to language production is

beyond this paper’s remit, although language production, as with other forms of action and

action planning, is predicated on the anticipation of future states). As stated at the outset,

our intention is certainly not to argue that the language system is an SRN. Nonetheless, the

neurophysiology of brain structures that appear to underpin human (and other species’) abil-

ity to interact with the world and, in the human case, describe it, suggests that time-delay

recurrence and prediction across multiple timescales are characteristic of these structures.

This raises the real possibility that the high-level cognitive abilities we have reviewed here

may well, someday, receive concrete grounding in neurally inspired, even neurally accurate,

models of brain structure and function. For now, and most likely for a long time to

come, Elman’s SRN remains the most concise and succinct statement of some of the most

fundamental principles of human cognition.
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Notes

1. This property of Elman’s SRN—the prediction task—distinguishes it from other types

of recurrent network which, although including recurrence through time, do not

include prediction of the input at the next moment in time (e.g., Harm & Siedenberg,

2004; Mayberry, Crocker, & Knoeferle, 2009).

2. This does not imply that the predictions need to be accurate. The principle only states

that prediction is part-and-parcel of language comprehension (as it is of many other

aspects of human behavior); its accuracy will depend on the extent to which previous

experience with the language and the world, as encoded in the system, can generalize

to the current state of the real world, linguistic and nonlinguistic.

3. The notion of affordances originates in the work of Gibson (1977) and has recently

been adopted in the field of embodied cognition (Glenberg, 1997; Glenberg &

Kaschak, 2002) and semantic cognition in general (e.g., Rogers & McClelland, 2004).

One of the basic tenets of embodied cognition is that of a representational substrate

shared between perception and action. In some accounts of embodied cognition (e.g.,

Barsalou, Simmons, Barbey, & Wilson, 2003), language comprehension occurs

through a process of ‘‘simulation’’ (a re-enactment of the perceptuo-motor experience

that would arise through directly experiencing the event described by the language).

Within the framework outlined here, simulation can be equated with changes to the

internal state of the substrate shared between language and different sensorimotor

domains that enable predictions regarding the changes in real-world (or indeed,

bodily) states that are entailed by the event structures described by that language.
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